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NEW SPEED AWARENESS 

SIGN ACTIVATED 
 
LAKE OSWEGO- Having tracked motorist speeds during the past week, a new speed 
awareness sign on Country Club Road at the entrance to Lake Oswego High School now has 
an active display that shows drivers how fast they are traveling. The digital sign is aimed at 
calming traffic, and speeds will continue to be monitored to gauge its effectiveness. 
 
Called a “VCalm,” the electronic sign displays an approaching vehicle’s actual speed. This is 
accomplished by a built-in radar unit and numeric display that changes according to the 
oncoming vehicle’s speed. It uses the latest technology for high visibility and will remain active 
at all times. 
 
Although the signs do not generate citations like photo radar or red light cameras, the signs do 
attract the attention of motorists. The signs have proven successful in slowing traffic in other 
areas. It serves as a tool that can supplement enhanced police patrols, signage, and other traffic 
control devices already in place. 
 
Posted near the crosswalk separating Lake Oswego Junior High School and Lake Oswego High 
School, the area sees a good deal of pedestrian and motorist traffic. There was an accident near 
the intersection last week, and although the incident was not speed related, it serves as a 
reminder to all for constant pedestrian and motorist awareness. 
 
Speed awareness signs are becoming increasingly common near schools or other areas where 
speeding poses a threat to safety. A similar sign was recently installed on Durham Road in front 
of Tigard High School. City officials say that more signs could be installed in other parts of Lake 
Oswego if this pilot project proves a success.  
 
For more information, contact Assistant City Engineer Tom Tushner at 503-675-3990. 
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